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I Total blocking

Cardona (1970; 1997: 401–427) discusses general principles that determine
precedence in the application of rules in Pān. ini’s grammar. Primary among
these principles is that an exception (apvAd) takes precedence over a gen-
eral rule (u(sg) that operates in the same domain. An exception whose
domain of application is wholly included within the domain of application
of a general rule would have no scope at all if it did not take precedence;
hence there would have been no reason to formulate it. The very fact that
the wholly included exception has been stated (vcnsAmLyAt̂) therefore
demonstrates that Pān. ini operated with the principle that exceptions take
precedence over their related general rules. The precedence of an exception
wholly included within the domain of a rule with broader scope Cardona
terms ‘simple blocking’.

An example of simple blocking is afforded by A. 6.1.87 aA�� Z, and A.

6.1.88 v� E�r�Ec. The first of these two rules provides that the sequence of a
short or long a and a following vowel is replaced by the closest gun. a vowel.
The latter provides that the sequence of a short or long a and a following
e, ao, e�, or aO is replaced by the closest vr

˚
ddhi vowel. Since e, ao, e�, and

aO constitute a subset of vowels, the domain of A. 6.1.88 is wholly included
within the domain of A. 6.1.87 and is therefore an exception to it. (See
Figure 1.)

II Overlapping domains

The situation is more complicated, however, where the domains of operation
of two rules overlap, yet neither is wholly included within the other so that
each rule finds scope in the domain exclusive to it. The problem is in
determining which rule takes precedence in the shared domain. The two
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6.1.87
a + aĉ

6.1.88
a + eĉ

Figure 1: Simple blocking

Light gray: 6.1.87 aA�� Z, (aEc 77). The sequence of a vowel of the class a

followed by a vowel (aĉ, i.e. a, i, ..., aO) is replaced by the gun. a vowel

corresponding to the latter. Gray: 6.1.88 v� E�r�Ec. The sequence of a vowel

of the class a followed by a vowel in the pratyāhāra eĉ (i.e. e, ao, e�,

aO) is replaced by the v� E� vowel corresponding to the latter. 6.1.88 blocks
6.1.87 because, due to the inclusion of its domain within the domain of
6.1.87, 6.1.88 would have no scope otherwise.

rules A. 6.1.77 iko yZEc and A. 6.1.101 ak, svZ� dFG, demonstrate
the situation of overlapping domains. A. 6.1.77 provides that a simple
vowel other than short or long a, followed by a vowel, is replaced by its
corresponding semivowel. A. 6.1.101 provides that the sequence of two like
simple vowels (a simple vowel and a following simple vowel produced at
the same place of articulation as the preceding vowel) is replaced by their
corresponding long vowel. The domains of application of the two rules
overlap, but neither is wholly included within the domain of the other. The
domains overlap where a simple vowel other than short or long a is followed
by its like simple vowel. Yet each rule has its exclusive domain. A. 6.1.77
alone applies to simple vowels other than short or long a followed by unlike
vowels, and A. 6.1.101 alone applies to short or long a followed by a. (See
Figure 2.) Since the domain of neither rule is wholly included within the
domain of the other, simple blocking does not apply; neither is an exception
to the other. Considering the initial context in each rule, since the domain
of any simple vowel other than short or long a is included within the domain
of any simple vowel, A. 6.1.77 would have the narrower domain and would
block A. 6.1.101, but considering the subsequent context, since the domain
of the like simple vowel is included within the domain of vowels, A. 6.1.101
would have the narrower domain and would block A. 6.1.77. There does not
appear to be any factor with respect to the domains of the two rules that
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6.1.77
iк̂ +
asvZ aĉ

iк̂ + svZ aĉ
6.1.101
a + svZ aĉ

Figure 2: Overlapping domains. Example 1

6.1.77 iko yZEc. Followed by a vowel (aĉ), a simple vowel other than a
(ik̂) is replaced by its corresponding semivowel (yẐ). 6.1.101 ak, svZ�
dFG,. A sequence of a simple vowel (ak̂) followed by a homorganic simple
vowel is replaced by their corresponding long simple vowel. 6.1.77 domain:
i, u, �, or  + any vowel (aĉ). 6.1.101 domain: a, i, u, �, or  +

a homorganic (svZ) vowel. 6.1.77 exclusive domain: ik̂ + asvZ aĉ,
i.e.: i + a, i + u, i + �, i + ; u + a, u + i, u + �, u + ; etc.
6.1.101 exclusive domain: a + svZ aĉ, i.e.: a + a. Shared domain:

ik̂ + svZ aĉ, i.e.: i + i, u + u, � + �,  + . Problem: Neither
domain is wholly included within the other. 1. The scope of ik̂ is included
within the scope of ak̂, i.e. i, u, �,  is included within a, i, u, �, 
implying that 6.1.77 has the narrower domain and that by simple blocking
it would take precedence over 6.1.101. 2. The scope of the terms svZ aĉ
is included within the scope of aĉ implying that 6.1.101 has the narrower
domain and that by simple blocking it would take precedence over 6.1.77.
The two implications are contradictory.

determines the precedence of application. Each rule has its own exclusive
scope. Neither is left without scope if the other takes precedence. Hence
one cannot resort to the principle that one or the other takes precedence by
virtue of the fact that it has been stated (vcnsAmLyAt̂). There is a conflict
regarding which of the rules applies.

III Vipratis.edha

Patañjali refers to the conflict of rules with overlapping domains as EvþEtq�D.
In such cases, he appeals to A. 1.4.2 EvþEtq�D� pr\ kAym̂ as the grounds for
resolving conflict. A. 1.4.2 states that when two rules are in conflict, the
latter rule applies. Commenting on Kātyāyana’s first vārttika on A. 1.4.2
(�O þs½Av�yATAv�kE-mn̂, s EvþEtq�D,। MBh. 1.304.13), Patañjali explains
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that conflict occurs where two rules that have independent domains have
the opportunity to apply simultaneously to the same domain (�O þs½O
ydA�yATO Bvt ekE-m � y� gp(þAÙ� t,, s EvþEtq�D,। MBh. 1.304.14).
Patañjali applies the principle that the rule which is stated later (pr(v
‘being later’) prevails in cases of conflict (EvþEtq�D�) throughout the gram-
mar where other principles of rule precedence, such as being more internally
conditioned (a�tr½(v), precedence in condition elimination (En(y(v), and
rule suspension (aEs�(v), are inapplicable. In the above example, apply-
ing the principle that the later rule takes precedence produces the correct
result. As shown by the same shade of gray in the intersection of ellipses in
Figure 2, A. 6.1.101 takes precedence over A. 6.1.77 in the domain common
to the two rules where a simple vowel other than short or long a is followed
by a like vowel. For example, in dED i�dý ,, the sequence of the final i of
dED and the initial i of i�dý , is replaced by their single corresponding long
vowel I yielding dDF�dý ,.

Patañjali’s solution would settle some other cases of EvþEtq�D besides that
in Example 1 as well. As shown in Figure 3, A. 7.3.102 s� Ep c and A. 7.3.103
bh� vcn� JSy�t̂ apply in overlapping domains. The former provides that the
final sound of a stem ending in short a is replaced by its corresponding
long vowel when followed by a nominal termination beginning with ŷ, n̂,
or B̂. The latter provides that the final sound of a stem ending in short a
is replaced by e when followed by a plural nominal termination beginning
with B̂, or ŝ. Neither domain is wholly included within the other; each
rule has its exclusive domain. The former alone applies when the nominal
termination begins with ŷ, or n̂, or with B̂ in the dual, that is, when the
nominal terminations y, nAm̂, or <yAm̂ follow the stem. The latter alone
applies when the nominal termination begins with ŝ, that is, when the
nominal termination s� follows. Yet the domains overlap. Both have scope
when the nominal termination begins with B̂ in the plural, that is, when the
nominal termination <yŝ follows the stem. <yŝ is equally as well included
within the referents of y�̂ s� p̂ as within the referents of Jl̂ bh� vcn s� p̂.

As Patañjali writes under A. 1.4.2, the two rules apply to independent
domains, A. 7.3.102 to v� " + <yAm̂, and A. 7.3.103 to v� " + s� ; they both
apply simultaneously to v� " + <yŝ. (v� "A<yA\ v� "�E	v(y�yATO v� "�<y i(y/
y� gp(þAÙ� t,। MBh. 1.304.15–16.) Patañjali determines which of the two
rules applies by virtue of the principle stated in A. 1.4.2 EvþEtq�D� pr\ kAym̂;
the latter rule takes precedence. Thereby, he argues, the correct form v� "�<y,
is obtained. The solution is stated by Kātyāyana as well under A. 7.3.103.
He writes in vārttika 1, in place of short a before a plural nominal ter-
mination, replacement by e occurs in precedence to replacement by a long
vowel by the principle that the latter rule applies in cases of conflict (ato
dFGA�h� vcn e�v\ EvþEtq�D�n MBh. 3.340.2). In that context Patañjali reit-
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7.3.102
a +
y, nAm̂, <yAm̂

a + <yŝ 7.3.103
a + s�

Figure 3: Overlapping domains. Example 2

7.3.102 s� Ep c (ato dFGo yE� 101). Followed by a nominal termination
(s� p̂) beginning with a sound in the pratyāhāra y�̂, the final sound of
a stem ending in a is replaced by its corresponding long vowel. 7.3.103
bh� vcn� JSy�t̂. Followed by a plural nominal termination beginning with
the pratyāhāra Jl̂, the final sound of a stem ending in a is replaced by
e. 7.3.102 domain: a + y, nAm̂, <yAm̂, <yŝ, defined by the terms y�̂ s� p̂.
7.3.103 domain: a + <yŝ, s� defined by the terms Jl̂ bh� vcn s� p̂. 7.3.102
exclusive domain: a + y, nAm̂, <yAm̂. 7.3.103 exclusive domain: a + s� .
Shared domain: a + <yŝ.

erates Kātyāyana’s comment (ato dFGA�h� vcn e�v\ BvEt EvþEtq�D�n) and
then explains as follows: The scope of A. 7.3.102 is v� "A<yAm̂ Ú"A<yAm̂. The
scope of A. 7.3.103 is v� "�q� Ú"�q� . Both have scope here: v� "�<y,, Ú"�<y,.
Replacement by e occurs by the principle that the latter applies in cases of
conflict. (ato dFGo yE� s� Ep c [7.3.101–102] i(y-yAvkAf, — v� "A<yAm̂
Ú"A<yAm̂। bh� vcn� JSy�Ed(y-yAvkAf, — v� "�q� Ú"�q� । ihoBy\ þAÙoEt —
v� "�<y, Ú"�<y,। e�v\ BvEt EvþEtq�D�n॥ MBh. 3.340.3–5.)

A third example of the resolution of conflicting rule application in overlap-
ping domains by the principle that the latter rule takes precedence appears
in the application of A. 7.3.113 yAXAp, and A. 7.3.116 R�rAß�AßF<y, (see
Figure 4). A. 7.3.113 provides that a nominal termination marked with R̂
that occurs after a stem ending in a feminine affix aA receives the initial
augment yA. A. 7.3.116 provides that the singular seventh triplet nominal
termination ER, when it occurs after a stem termed ndF, a stem ending in a
feminine affix aA, or a nominal that ends in the root nF, is replaced by aAm̂.
(Feminine stems ending in short and long i and u are termed ndF under
certain conditions by A. 1.4.3–6.) The former rule applies to a stem ending
in the feminine affix aA followed by any of the singular nominal termina-
tions of the 4th–7th triplets, i.e. R�, REs, Rŝ, or ER. The latter applies to
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the singular seventh triplet nominal termination ER preceded by a feminine
stem termed ndF, a nominal stem ending in a feminine affix aA, or a nomi-
nal stem ending in the root nF. As shown in Figure 4, the domains overlap
but neither is wholly included within the other. A. 7.3.113 alone applies
to the dative, ablative, and genitive singular terminations R�, REs, and Rŝ
following a stem ending in the feminine affix aA, producing forms such as
the feminine dative singular kV̂vAy{ and the feminine ablative and genitive
singular kV̂vAyA,, both from the stem kV̂vA ‘cot’. A. 7.3.116 alone applies
to the locative singular termination ER following feminine stems in short
or long i and u termed ndF, and stems ending in the root nF, producing
locative singular forms such as k� mAyAm̂ (< k� mArF ‘girl’), and s�nA�yAm̂ (<
s�nA -nF ‘army-leader’). Both rules have scope where the locative singular
termination ER follows a stem ending in the feminine affix aA. The fact that
ER is included within the domain of nominal terminations marked with R̂
would imply that A. 7.3.116 takes precedence over A. 7.3.113 by simple
blocking. However, the fact that aAp̂ is included within the domain of ndF,
aAp̂, nF, would imply that A. 7.3.113 takes precedence over A. 7.3.116 by
simple blocking. The two implications are contradictory. Patañjali deter-
mines that the latter of the two rules takes precedence by virtue of the
principle stated in A. 1.4.2 that the latter of two rules takes precedence in
cases of conflict. A. 7.3.113 then applies after the application of A. 7.3.116.
Thereby the correct forms, such as the feminine locative singular KV̂vAyAm̂
are obtained (< kV̂vA-yA-aAm̂ (A. 7.3.113) < kV̂vA-aAm̂ (A. 7.3.116) <

kV̂vA-ER).

IV Pūrvavipratis.edha

The preceding sections have shown that the principle that the latter rule
takes precedence in cases of conflict provides a solution to a number of cases
of conflict. There is a problem, however, in determining the precedence of
conflicting rules by the principle of later occurrence stated in A. 1.4.2. There
are cases of conflict where the earlier rule must take precedence in order to
account for the proper forms. Consider the two rules A. 7.3.111 G�EREt and
A. 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (see Figure 5). A. 7.3.111 provides that the final
vowel of a stem termed EG is replaced by its corresponding g� Z vowel before a
nominal termination marked with R̂. A. 7.1.73 provides that the last vowel
of a neuter stem that ends in a simple vowel other than a and is followed by
a vowel-initial nominal termination receives the augment n̂. A. 7.3.111 has
as its exclusive domain masculine stems (except sEK, and uncompounded
pEt under certain circumstances; see A. 1.4.7–9), and feminine stems not
termed ndF, ending in i, or u followed by any of the singular nominal
terminations of the 4th–7th triplets, that is, R�, REs, Rŝ, or ER. A. 7.1.73
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7.3.113
aAp̂ -R�
(хV̂vAy{)
aAp̂ -REs,
aAp̂ -Rŝ
(хV̂vAyA,)

aAp̂ - ER
(хV̂vAyAm̂)

7.3.116
ndF - ER
(к� mAyAm̂)
nF - ER
(s�nA�yAm̂)

Figure 4: Overlapping domains. Example 3

7.3.113 yAXAp, (EREt 111). After a stem ending in the feminine affixes
aAp̂ (i.e. VAp̂ 4.1.4, XAp̂ 4.1.13, cAp̂ 4.1.74), a nominal termination marked

with R̂ receives the initial augment yAV̂. 7.3.116 R�rAß�AßF<y,. After a

stem termed ndF (1.4.3–6), the feminine affixes aAp̂ (i.e. VAp̂ 4.1.4, XAp̂
4.1.13, cAp̂ 4.1.74), or a nominal stem ending in the root nF, the singular

seventh triplet nominal termination ER is replaced by aAm̂. 7.3.113 domain:

aAp̂ -R�, aAp̂ -REs, aAp̂ -Rŝ, aAp̂ - ER. 7.3.116 domain: ndF - ER, aAp̂ - ER,

nF - ER. 7.3.113 exclusive domain: aAp̂ -R�, aAp̂ -REs, aAp̂ -Rŝ (KV̂vAy{
f4s, KV̂vAyA, f5/6s). 7.3.116 exclusive domain: ndF - ER, nF - ER (k� mAyAm̂,

s�nA�yAm̂ f7s). Shared domain: aAp̂ - ER (KV̂vAyAm̂ f7s).
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has as its exclusive domain neuter stems ending in � followed by the vowel-
initial nominal terminations of the nominative and accusative dual I, and
genitive and ablative dual aoŝ.1 The overlapping domain of the two rules
is neuter stems ending in i or u termed EG, followed by any of the singular
nominal terminations of the 4th–7th triplets, i.e. R�, REs, Rŝ, or ER. As
shown in Figure 5, neither domain is wholly included within the other. The
fact that nominal terminations marked with R̂ (ERt̂) are included among
the referents of the term EvBEÄ and the fact that the referents of the term
EG are included among stems ending in i and u both imply that A. 7.3.111
has the narrower domain and blocks A. 7.1.73. Conversely, neuter stems
are included among stems of any gender, implying that A. 7.1.73 has the
narrower domain and blocks A. 7.3.111. There is no criterion to determine
which of the two rules takes precedence by simple blocking. To account for
the desired forms, for example the neuter dative singulars /p� Z� (< /p� ‘tin’
+ R�) and jt� n� (< jt� ‘lac’ + R�), the rule providing the augment n̂ (A.
7.1.73) must apply, not the rule providing gun. a (A. 7.3.111). The earlier
rule must take precedence, not the later rule. Therefore one cannot invoke
the principle stated in A. 1.4.2 that the later rule takes precedence over the
former to resolve the conflict.

V The desired operation takes precedence

In such cases, where the earlier of two conflicting rules must apply, the
initial solution proposed in the Mahābhās.ya is to state that the opposite
principle to A. 1.4.2 applies in those cases. Kātyāyana states that the
augment n� m̂ occurs in precedence over gun. a in cases such as Example 4
[Figure 5] by virtue of the principle that the prior rule applies in cases of
conflict. (g� Zv� �O�vt� >v�Av�<yo n� Mp� vEvþEtEq�m̂ A. 7.1.96 vt. 10, MBh.
3.275.23.)

Patañjali specifically adduces examples illustrating Example 4. First he
describes the exclusive domain of A. 7.3.111 and A. 7.1.73, and their over-
lapping domain. In that case, he states, the exclusive domain of gun. a (A.
7.3.111) is the dative through locative singular of i-final and u-final stems
termed EG such as the masculine dative singulars a`ny� (< aE`n ‘fire’ + R�)
and vAyv� (< vAy� ‘wind’ + R�). The exclusive domain of the augment n� m̂ is
the nominative/accusative duals of neuter stems such as /p� ZF (< /p� ‘tin’
+ I) and jt� nF (< jt� ‘lac’ + I). Both rules obtain in the dative through

1The singular third-triplet termination aA is replaced by the n̂-initial nA by A.
7.3.120; the plural sixth-triplet termination gets an initial augment n̂ (n� V̂) by A.
7.1.54–57; the neuter nominative, vocative, and accusative plural stem (preceding
the svnAm-TAn termination Ef) gets the augment n� m̂ already by A. 7.1.72.
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7.3.111
masculine and
feminine EG
i, u + ERt̂ s� p̂

neuter EG
i, u +
aĉ ERt̂ s� p̂

7.1.73
neuter � +
aĉ-vibhakti

Figure 5: Overlapping domains.
Example 4: Earlier rule takes precedence over later rule.

7.3.111 G�EREt (g� Z, 108). Followed by a nominal termination marked with

R̂, the final vowel of a stem termed EG is replaced by its corresponding

g� Z vowel. 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58). Followed by a
vowel-initial nominal termination, the last vowel of a neuter stem ending
in a vowel in the pratyāhāra ik̂ receives the augment n̂ (n� m̂). 7.3.111
domain: masculine, feminine, and neuter stems ending in i or u that are
termed EG + ERt̂ (4–7s) s� p̂. 7.1.73 domain: neuter stems in i, u, � +
aĉ vibhakti. 7.3.111 exclusive domain: masculine and feminine i and u
stems termed EG + ERt̂ (4–7s) s� p̂. 7.1.73 exclusive domain: neuter � +
aĉ-initial vibhakti. Shared domain: neuter stems ending in i, u termed

EG + aĉ-initial ERt̂ (4–7s) s� p̂.
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locative singular of neuter stems such as /p� Z� (< /p� + R�) and jt� n� (< jt�
+ R�). (g� Zv� �O�vt� >v�Av�<yo n� MBvEt p� vEvþEtq�D�n॥ t/ g� Z-yAvkAf,
— a`ny� vAyv�। n� mo _vkAf, — /p� ZF jt� nF। ihoBy\ þAÙoEt — /p� Z�
jt� n�॥ MBh. 3.275.24–25.) As shown in the examples of the overlapping
domain /p� Z� and jt� n�, the augment n� m̂ provided by the earlier of the two
rules, namely A. 7.1.73, takes precedence.

To justify the prior rule taking precedence, Patañjali states that in the
section of rules governed by the heading A. 6.4.1 a½-y, that is, the fourth
pāda of adhyāya six through the end of the seventh adhyāya, the prior
of two conflicting rules takes precedence. It is objected that there are
conflicting rules in that section, where the latter rule must apply to ac-
count for proper forms. Witness examples 2–3 (figures 3–4). In addi-
tion, to state such a principle would require emending A. 1.4.2. (EvþEtq�D�
prEm(y� ÆA½AEDkAr� p� vEmEt vÄ&ym̂। Ek\ k� t\ BvEt। p� vEvþEtq�DA n
pEWt&yA BvE�t। g� Zv� �O�vt� >v�Av�<yo n� Mp� vEvþEtEq�m̂। n� mEcrt� >v�Av�<yo
n� EXEt। kT\ y� prEvþEtq�DA,। i(vo(vA<yA\ g� Zv� �F Bvto EvþEtq�D�n�Et। s� /\
c EB�t�॥ MBh. 1.306.1–4.)

Patañjali concludes that everything is in order even with the sūtra left
as it is. Among the many meanings of the term pr is the meaning desired
(i£vAcF prfNd,) such as in the phrase, “Gone to the supreme abode”
(pr\ DAm gt,), and it is the term pr having that meaning that is used
in A. 1.4.2 (t-y�d\ g}hZm̂). The meaning of A. 1.4.2 is therefore that the
rule which is supreme, that is, which is desired, takes precedence where
there is conflict between rules with overlapping domains (EvþEtq�D� pr\ yEd£\
t�vEt). (yTA�yAsm�vA-t� । kT\ y� p� vEvþEtq�DA,। EvþEtq�D� prEm(y�v
Es�m̂। kTm̂। prfNdo _y\ b�T,। ... a-tF£vAcF prfNd,। t�TA। pr\ DAm
gt iEt। i£\ DAm�Et gMyt�। t� i£vAcF prfNd-t-y�d\ g}hZm̂। EvþEtq�D�
pr\ yEd£\ t�vEt॥ MBh. 1.306.4–10.) That Patañjali’s final conclusion is
that the desired rule applies in cases of conflict is shown by its frequent
invocation. Patañjali repeats his interpretation that the term pr in A.
1.4.2 EvþEtq�D� pr\ kAym̂ means desired (i£) rather than subsequent (MBh.
1.46.14, etc.) and his assertion that in cases of conflict the desired rule
applies (MBh. 1.46.15, etc.) in numerous discussions in the Mahābhās.ya.

Cardona (1976: 189–191) and other scholars do not accept Patañjali’s
interpretation of the term pr, nor do they accept his extension of the scope
of A. 1.4.2 to the whole grammar. They consider that the scope of A. 1.4.2
is limited to the section of rules headed by A. 1.4.1 aA kXArAd�kA s\âA and
ending with A. 2.2.38 kXArA, kmDAry�. A. 1.4.2 determines that only the
latter of two conflicting technical terms (s\âA) applies in the fourth pāda
of the first adhyāya and the first two pAds of the second a@yAy. A. 1.4.2
does not apply as a decision-making device concerning the precedence of
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rules throughout the grammar. Nor is it desirable that there be a decision-
making device that selects the preferred rule. Such a principle departs from
a mechanistic procedure for determining the application of rules and relies
rather on knowledge of the desired outcome of the generative grammar to
determine rule ordering. Such a departure would be a shortcoming in the
grammar. Cardona (1976: 191) states, “I think that such a procedure would
weaken the grammar. .... I think this can and should be avoided. Cardona
(1970a) has discussed how this can be done in the context of principles
seen to operate in the As.t.ādhyāȳı.” Indeed, if the grammar were meant to
validate correct speech forms, it would be circular for knowledge of correct
speech forms to be required in order to comprehend what the grammar
provided.

VI Topicality

Cardona has sought other principles that might determine the ordering of
rules in cases of conflict. He asserts (1997: 406) that “the rule concerning
the narrower part of the overlapping domain blocks the other by what I
call partial limited blocking.” Kiparsky (1991) rejects limited blocking and
denies that it is a principle accepted by Patañjali. In each of the four
examples Cardona (1997: 406–409) provided — the same four examples
discussed above and shown in figures 2–5 — a cursory distribution of rule
conditions into domains appears to justify the application of the undesired
rule equally as much as the desired one, just as Kiparsky objected. However,
careful attention to the statement of the rules in question, the terms used,
and their contexts does reveal means to determine the blocking relationship
of overlapping domains without invoking the principle stated in A. 1.4.2
outside its proper scope. In particular, the terms used in the formulation of
certain rules justifies domain inclusion within an overlapping domain and
bears out the concept of limited blocking.

In the case of Example 1 (Figure 2), Kiparsky himself (1991: 358–359)
proposes a solution that he calls ‘collective blocking’ rather than invoking
the principal that the later rule takes precedence. Kiparsky’s solution re-
quires recognizing that A. 6.1.101 is wholly included within the combined
domains of two rules, A. 6.1.77–78. Because of this total inclusion, in or-
der to have scope, A. 6.1.101 must take precedence over both. It therefore
takes precedence over each. As shown in Figure 1, A. 6.1.87 states that
the sequence of a short or long a and a following vowel is replaced by the
single closest g� Z vowel. A. 6.1.88 states an exception to A. 6.1.87. It states
that the sequence of a short or long a and a following e, ao, e�, or aO is
replaced by the single closest v� E� vowel. By simple blocking, A. 6.1.87 has
its scope limited to the sequence of a short or long a and a following simple
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6.1.87
a + iк̂

6.1.77
iк̂ + aĉ

6.1.101
iк̂ + svZa + a

Figure 6: Solution to Example 1

(cf. Figure 2. See Cardona 1997: 406; Kiparsky 1991: 358–359.) 6.1.77
iko yZEc has domain: ik̂ + aĉ. 6.1.87 aA�� Z, has domain: a + ak̂.

6.1.78 eco _yvAyAv, has domain: eĉ + aĉ. 6.1.88 v� E�r�Ec has domain:
a + eĉ. The domains of the four rules constitute the combined domain
aĉ + aĉ. Considering rules in pairs, a + a in 6.1.101 is an exception

to 6.1.87 leaving it with the scope a + ik̂. ik̂ + svZ ik̂ in 6.1.101 is

an exception to 6.1.77. Alternatively, 6.1.101 has domain ak̂ + svZ ak̂,
which is an exception to the combined domains of the two rules 6.1.77 and
6.1.87.

vowel. The combined domains of application of the four rules A. 6.1.77–78,
87–88 constitute the conjunction of two vowels. The combined domains of
the two rules A. 6.1.77, 87 constitute the domain of a simple vowel fol-
lowed by a vowel. A. 6.1.101 is an exception to this combined domain. The
conjunction of short or long a with short or long a is a subset of the con-
junction of short or long a with any vowel so that part of the domain of
A. 6.1.101 is wholly included within the domain of A. 6.1.87. Similarly, the
conjunction of a simple vowel other than short or long a with a following
like simple vowel is a subset of the domain of the conjunction of a simple
vowel other than short or long a with any vowel, so the other part of the
domain of A. 6.1.101 is wholly included within the domain of A. 6.1.77. A.
6.1.101 is therefore an exception to the combined domains of A. 6.1.77, 87.
(See Figure 6.) Patañjali states under A. 6.1.102 vt. 3 that A. 6.1.77 and
A. 6.1.87 (aA�� ZyZAd�fO) are general rules (u(sgO) and that, among oth-

ers, A. 6.1.101 providing svZdFG is an exception to them. (A. 6.1.102 vt.
3 aA�� ZyZAd�fyorpvAdA v� E�svZdFGp� vsvZAd�fA-t�qA\ pr!p\ -vrsE�Dq�
MBh. 3.79.1–2. aA�� ZyZAd�fAv� (sgO। tyorpvdA v� E�svZdFGp� vsvZAd�fA,।
MBh. 3.79.3.)
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Kiparsky’s solution requires examining the domain structure of all rules
pertaining to a domain together in order to determine blocking relationships.
He does not propose solutions to the other cases considered in this paper.
Cardona prefers to consider the blocking relation between two rules at a
time. He treats A. 6.1.101 as an exception to A. 6.1.77 and to A. 6.1.87
individually.2 Rather than simply examining the ultimate referents of terms
stated in s� /s in a set-theoretic framework to determine what constitutes
the domain of each rule, a more nuanced approach is required.

First, let us consider the terms used to describe elements within the
conflicting domain in their contexts and make a judgement concerning the
topic of Pān. ini’s description. Terms in earlier sūtras in a single context
determine the topic. Terms introduced in later sūtras in the same context
specify additional restrictions. The order is therefore significant, in spite of
the fact that rule A. 1.4.2 is not allowed to apply outside its proper scope.
Although later rules may include some terms that have broader reference
than some others, if they are still governed by the same topic of other terms,
the new broader terms do not change the topic. With respect to the shared
domain, the earlier terms with narrower reference do not serve to limit the
scope of the terms introduced later. The later rules therefore constitute
exceptions to the earlier rules in the shared domain, but not vice versa.
In the case of A. 6.1.77 and A. 6.1.101, the term aEc in the former rule
opens the topic by stating the broader domain. The term svZ� in the latter
rule qualifies the term aEc and therefore states an additional restriction.
Although the term ak̂ refers to a broader context than the term ik̂ does,
it does not change the topic. The fact that the term svZ restricts aĉ
therefore determines that A. 6.1.101 is an exception to A. 6.1.77. The case
of conflict of the two rules A. 6.1.87 and A. 6.1.101 is similar.

The topical approach to determining the precedence of rule application
just sketched in regard to A. 6.1.77 or A. 6.1.87 and A. 6.1.101 works where
the two conflicting rules occur in close contiguity in the same section, where
a term at the beginning of that section determines the topic common to the
two conflicting rules, and where it is the latter rule that is desired to take
precedence. Such is the case for Example 2 (Figure 3) and for Example 3
(Figure 4). In Example 2, A. 7.3.101 ato dFGo yE� determines the topic of
the section with the terms at, ‘in place of the final sound of a stem ending
in short a’, and yE� ‘before a sound in the pratyāhāra y�̂’. The term s� Ep
in A. 7.3.102 s� Ep c limits this context to nominal terminations that begin

2Cardona has expressed additional thoughts concerning rule precedence both
in an unpublished typescript composed thirty-four years ago (1976) and in recent
private conversations on the matter during the preparation of the present paper.
Although these may not be his final conclusions on this complex issue, I attempt
to articulate and explore them here.
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with y�̂. The terms JEl and bh� vcn� in A. 7.3.103 bh� vcn� JSy�t̂ further
limit this context to a nominal termination beginning with Ĵ or B̂ in the
plural, namely to the termination <yŝ. Although the scope of the terms
Jl̂ and bh� vcn include the termination s� not included within the scope of
the term y�̂, the terms do not change the topic; the fact that the scope of
its reference includes sounds within the domain of the term y�̂ makes A.
7.3.103 an exception to A. 7.3.102 within the domain common to the two
rules.

In Example 3, The term ERt̂ ‘an affix marked with R̂’ in A. 7.3.111
G�EREt determines that the topic of the section is the singular dative through
locative terminations. The term recurs in A. 7.3.113 yAXAp, (EREt 111). The
term ER in A. 7.3.116 R�rAß�AßF<y, refers to just one of these affixes, the
locative. The fact that ER in A. 7.3.116 is an added term that narrows the
domain dictates that the later rule constitutes an exception to the earlier
one. The fact that the term n�AßF in A. 7.3.116 is broader than the term
aAp̂ in A. 7.3.113 does not reverse rule precedence because it is not the
topic.

The topical solution works for other cases in which two rules have over-
lapping domains as well. These include A. 3.1.97 aco yt̂ and A. 3.1.124
�hlo�yt̂ where the term aĉ in the former determines the topic, A. 6.1.97
ato g� Z� and A. 6.1.102 þTmyo, p� vsvZ, where the term aĉ in A. 6.1.77
determines the topic, A. 6.4.144 n-tE�t� and A. 6.4.155 V�, where the term
tE�t� in A. 6.4.144 determines the topic, etc.

The topical solution has some complications, however. The criteria for
determining the topic are not clear. What makes the subsequent context
a more suitable topic than the preceding context in Example 1 (figures 2
and 6)? How can the term y�̂ in A. 7.3.102 determine the topic of A.
7.3.103 when the term Jl̂ in the latter is not included within its scope?
The determination of inclusion is likewise not clear where several limiting
terms occur together in a sūtra, often in compounds. Is there significance
to considering the scope of terms individually? The scope of �hl̂ in A.
3.1.124, for example, is not wholly included within the scope of the term aĉ
in A. 3.1.97; the scope of � is. What justifies selecting aĉ as the topic when
hl̂ is not included within that topic but the sūtra in which it occurs is yet
included within the section? Furthermore, if topic were determined by terms
in preceding sūtras, topicality would be able to determine rule precedence
only in cases where later rules take precedence over earlier rules; not in cases
such as Example 4 (Figure 5) where an earlier rule takes precedence over a
later rule. The principle would achieve no more than the extension of the
EvþEtq�D principle stated in A. 1.4.2 to the whole grammar.

Instead of determining domain inclusion on the basis of a topic stated at
the beginning of a section of rules, selection of the domains to compare may
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7.3.113
aAp̂ +ERt̂ aAp̂ + ER 7.3.116

ndF, nF + ER

Figure 7: Solution to Example 3

(Cf. Figure 4. See Cardona 1997: 409 “limited blocking”.) 7.3.116
R�rAß�AßF<y, takes precedence over 7.3.113 yAXAp, (EREt 111) because
the scope of 7.3.116, defined by the term ER, is a limitation of the domain
of 7.3.113 (R�, REs, Rŝ, ER) defined by the term ERt̂.

be determined by the terms used to describe the overlapping domains. It
appears to be necessary to determine the overlapping domain and then to ex-
amine just the terms used to describe that domain. Considering compound
elements as separate terms, the broader term is then selected as designating
the more general scope; the narrower term then states the exception, and
the rule that includes the term with the narrower scope takes precedence in
the shared domain. This procedure justifies setting the compound element
hl̂ aside in A. 3.1.124, comparing the scope of the two terms � and aĉ,
and selecting the latter as the topic without reference to the order of the
rules. Similarly, regarding the solution to Example 3 (see Figure 7; cf. Fig-
ure 4) this procedure justifies breaking up the compound ndF -aAp̂ -nF in
A. 7.3.116, considering just the term aAp̂ in the rule since it alone describes
the domain that overlaps with that of A. 7.3.113, selecting the term ER in
A. 7.3.116 for comparison with the term ERt̂ in A. 7.3.113, and determining
general scope and domain inclusion on the basis of that comparison. Since
the terms ndF and nF are irrelevant to the shared domain and the term
aAp̂ is common to both rules, these terms are not pertinent to determining
precedence of rule application on the basis of domain inclusion. A. 7.3.116
takes precedence because the term ER has narrower scope wholly included
within the scope of the term ERt̂ in A. 7.3.113.
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VII Specificity hierarchy

As was stated above, the approach of determining the precedence in rule
application by examining the topic of a section leads to proper results where
the two conflicting rules occur in close contiguity in the same section, where
a term at the beginning of that section determines the topic common to the
two conflicting rules, and where it is the latter rule that is desired to take
precedence. However, this solution does not work where the former rule is
desired to apply. There are likewise difficulties with the approach of deter-
mining precedence in rule application just by considering the scope of terms
that describe the overlapping domain of two conflicting rules. These diffi-
culties arise where the relation of inclusion does not hold between the scope
of terms in the conflicting rules, regardless of whether the two conflicting
rules are in completely different sections or occur in close contiguity.

As an example of the circumstance in which consideration of the scope of
terms alone will not succeed in determining a solution for rules in completely
different sections, take Example 4 (Figure 5). The overlapping domain
is neuter stems ending in i or u termed EG before vowel-initial nominal
terminations marked with R̂. The scopes of the terms EG and ERt̂ in A.
7.3.111 G�r̂ EREt are wholly included within the scopes of the terms ik̂ and
aĉ EvBEÄ respectively in A. 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO. The scope of the term
np� sk, which recurs in A. 7.1.73 from A. 7.1.72 np� sk-y Jlc,, is neither
wholly included within (see the discussion of the compound aEtsEK in the
neuter below) nor wholly includes the scope of the term EG in A. 7.3.111.
The scope of terms in one of the two rules is neither wholly included within
nor wholly includes the scope of terms in the other.

It is sometimes the case that consideration of the scope of terms alone
will not succeed in determining a solution for rules in close contiguity either.
For example, the rules A. 7.1.70 uEgdcA\ svnAm-TAn� _DAto, and A. 7.1.72
np� sk-y Jlc, come into conflict because they have overlapping domains.
A. 7.1.70 provides that a stem (other than a root) marked with u, �, or
, and the root a�ĉ receive the augment n̂ after their last vowel before
a nominal termination termed svnAm-TAn. (The neuter plural termina-
tion Ef that replaces the plural first and second triplet terminations in the
neuter, and the first triplet and second triplet singular and dual termina-
tions are termed svnAm-TAn by A. 1.1.42–43.) A. 7.1.72 provides that a
neuter stem ending in a non-nasal stop or spirant or in a vowel receives the
augment n̂ after its last vowel before a termination termed svnAm-TAn. As
shown in Figure 8, neither domain is wholly included within the other; each
rule has its exclusive domain. The former alone applies when a masculine
stem is marked with u, �, or . The latter alone applies when a neuter
stem is not so marked. Yet the domains overlap. Both have scope when a
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7.1.70
masculine stem
marked with
u, �, 
(gomAn̂, yvmAn̂)

neuter stem
marked with
u, �, 
(gomE�t,
yvmE�t)

7.1.72
neuter stem not
marked with
u, �, 
(spF�Eq, Dn� Eq)

Figure 8: Overlapping domains. Example 5

7.1.70 uEgdcA\ svnAm-TAn� _DAto,. A stem, other than a root, marked with
u, �, or , and the root a�ĉ receive the augment n� m̂ before a nominal

termination termed svnAm-TAn. 7.1.72 np� sk-y Jlc,. A neuter stem
ending in a non-nasal stop or spirant or in a vowel receives the augment
n� m̂ before a termination termed svnAm-TAn. 7.1.70 exclusive domain:

masculine stem marked with u, �, : go -mt̂, yv -mt̂ end in mt� p̂ marked

with u. 7.1.72 exclusive domain: neuter stem not so marked: sEpŝ, Dn� ŝ.
Shared domain: neuter stem marked with u, �, : � - Iyŝ (5.3.60), B� yŝ.
The affix Iys� n̂ is marked with u.

neuter stem is marked with u, �, or .
Kātyāyana and Patañjali count Example 5 as another case of conflict in

which the latter rule takes precedence due to the application of A. 1.4.2.
Vārttika 2 on A. 7.1.72 states, “It works because (the latter rule applies
in cases) of conflict.” (vt. 2 EvþEtq�DAE(s�\ MBh. 3.264.4.) Patañjali
comments,

It works because (the latter rule applies in cases) of conflict. In
case of the conflict between the augment n� m̂ occurring because
the stem terminates in a non-nasal stop or spirant, or because
the stem is marked with u, �, or , the augment will occur be-
cause the stem terminates in a non-nasal stop or spirant because
(the latter rule applies in cases) of conflict. The scope of the aug-
ment due to the stem terminating in a non-nasal stop or spirant
is, for example, spF�Eq (< sEpŝ ‘ghee’) and Dn� Eq (< Dn� ŝ ‘a
bow’). The scope of the augment due to the stem being marked
with u, �, or  is, for example, gomAn̂ (< gomt̂ ‘possessing
cattle’) and yvmAn̂ (< yvmt̂ ‘possessing barley’). Both have
scope here for example: gomE�t b}A�Zk� lAEn ‘Brahmin families
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possessing cattle’, yvmE�t b}A�Zk� lAEn ‘Brahmin families pos-
sessing barley,’ ��yA Es (< ��yŝ ‘very splendid’), B� yA Es (< B� yŝ
‘very abundant’). The augment will occur because the stem ter-
minates in a non-nasal stop or spirant. (EvþEtq�DAE(s�m�tt̂।
J¥"Z, E�ytAm� Eg¥"Z iEt J¥"Zo BEv	yEt EvþEtq�D�n।
J¥"Z-yAvkAf, — spF�Eq Dn� Eq। uEg¥"Z-yAvkAf, —
gomAn̂ yvmAn̂। ihoBy\ þAÙoEt। gomE�t b}A�Zk� lAEn। yvmE�t
b}A�Zk� lAEn। ��yA Es B� yA sFEt। J¥"Zo BEv	yEt EvþEtq�D�n॥
MBh. 3.264.5–8.)

Instead of resolving the conflict by applying the principle that the latter
rule takes precedence in cases of conflict, which does not apply universally,
one could attempt to resolve the conflict by determining which of the terms
that describes the shared domain has narrower scope as demonstrated above
regarding Example 3. Since only stems that end in non-nasal stops are
marked with u, the term aĉ in A. 7.1.72 is not relevant to the consideration
of the scope of terms that apply to the overlapping domain; the overlapping
domain includes only neuter stems marked with u that end in non-nasal
stops. Yet the scope of the term uEgt̂ in A. 7.1.70 is neither wholly included
within nor wholly includes the scope of the term np� sk, even limited to the
domain of the term Jl̂ which it qualifies in A. 7.1.72. For there are stems
marked with u that are not neuter (gomAn̂), and there are neuter stems
ending in a non-nasal stop that are not marked with u (spF�Eq). The term
uEgt̂ in A. 7.1.70 and the term np� sk, as a qualifier of the term Jl̂ in A.
7.1.72, both refer to specific sets of stems that end in non-nasal stops. The
domains of the two terms intersect, yet neither is wholly included within the
other, so no clear criterion emerges to determine precedence in the shared
domain. Consideration of the scope of terms alone does not succeed in
determining rule precedence.

Where the relation of total inclusion does not hold between the scope
of terms that describe the shared domain of conflicting rules, regardless
of whether the two conflicting rules occur in close contiguity or in different
contexts in the As.t.ādhyāȳı, a specificity ranking may help to determine rule
precedence. The scope of technical terms and qualifiers used to describe the
shared domain is still relevant in determining which of two rules that have
overlapping domains more specifically describes the overlapping region. Yet
an additional factor may be considered. In determining specificity of refer-
ence one may establish a hierarchy in which certain types of reference are
considered more specific than others. One possible scale of specificity is
from concrete to abstract. In linguistics, most concrete is phonetics. More
abstract is phonology: phonetic terms that depend on a greater degree of
phonological classification are more specific than phonetic terms that do
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not. More concrete still is morphology: terms that describe contexts mor-
phologically with reference to larger, fixed sequences of phonetic elements
with functional or semantic properties, such as terms for stems and affixes,
are more specific than terms that describe contexts purely phonetically. Fi-
nally more specific still are terms that describe contexts semantically, such
as terms for gender and number. Within this hierarchy, clearly certain
phonetic terms are more specific than other phonetic terms, certain mor-
phological terms are more specific than other morphological terms, etc. The
hierarchy of specificity therefore is

phonetic < phonological < morphological < semantic (1)

Specificity ranking could account for rule application correctly in exam-
ples 1 and 2 in section II and III above. In Example 1 (see Figure 2), the
term svZ� in A. 6.1.101 is higher in specificity rank than the other terms in
the two sūtras. Rules A. 6.1.77 and A. 6.1.101, which have overlapping do-
mains, describe their domains exclusively in phonetic terms. Yet the latter
rule describes the overlapping domain using the very specific phonological
term svZ ‘belonging to the same class’ in addition to the simpler phonetic
terms ak̂ + aĉ. A. 6.1.77 describes the overlapping domain simply in
general phonetic terms: ik̂ + aĉ. Although the phonetic term ik̂ in A.
6.1.77 is narrower than the phonetic term ak̂ in A. 6.1.101, the phono-
logical term svZ in the latter is more restrictive. The domain referred to
does not consist merely of one set of sounds plus another independent set of
sounds. It is restricted to abstract relations between the phonetic features
of sounds in one set and the sounds in the other. Phonological abstrac-
tion is more restrictive than simple phonetics. Both rules apply within the
phonetic domain of ik̂ + ik̂; only the latter rule contains an additional
restriction that the subsequent ik̂ be the same as the preceding ik̂.

Specificity ranking similarly could account for rule application correctly
in Example 2 as well (see Figure 9; cf. Figure 3). Both rules occur within
the section headed by A. 6.4.1 a½-y and therefore deal with morphology:
they both concern operations on stems (a½-y) followed by nominal ter-
minations (s� Ep). Yet most of the other terms that restrict which stems
and affixes are involved are phonetic. The term at,, stated in the first
and recurring in the second, limits the domain of the rules to stems that
are a-final. The term yE� in the first rule limits its domain to contexts in
which affixes begin with a sound in the pratyāhāra y�̂. The term JEl in
the second rule similarly limits its scope to contexts in which affixes begin
with a sound in the pratyāhāra Jl̂. Since the intersection of y�̂ and Jl̂
is the sounds Ĵ and B̂, and no nominal terminations begin with the former,
just considering the intersection of the domains described by these terms,
the overlapping domain is that in which a stem ending in a is followed by
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7.3.102
a +
y, nAm̂

a + <yAm̂
s� p̂

a + <yŝ
bh� vcn

7.3.103
a + s�

Figure 9: Solution to Example 2

(Cf. Figure 3. See Cardona 1997: 407.) 7.3.102 has domain y, nAm̂,
<yAm̂ defined by the term y�̂. 7.3.103 has domain s� , <yŝ defined by the
term Jl̂. 7.3.102 exclusive domain: y, nAm̂. 7.3.103 exclusive domain:
s� . Shared domain: <yAm̂, <yŝ. In the conflicting domain, bh� vcn (103) is

wholly included within s� p̂ (102), so 103 takes precedence. Examination of
the terms used, rather than simply the ultimate referents of the statements,
justifies Cardona’s description of the solution as domain inclusion within
an overlapping domain.

a nominal termination beginning with B̂. Even without the term bh� vcn�,
the term Jl̂ in A. 7.3.103 and the term y�̂ in A. 7.3.101 constitute over-
lapping domains. The term bh� vcn� in A. 7.3.103 is a semantic term that
carves out a subdomain within the overlapping domain described by the
other terms. Hence A. 7.3.103 takes precedence by virtue of having the
narrower scope. The rule has narrower scope by virtue of the principle of
the specificity ranking described above in (1).

Now let us consider the applicability of specificity ranking to the conflict
of A. 7.1.70 and A. 7.1.72 (see Figure 10; cf. Figure 8). Although both
rules occur in the section headed by A. 6.4.1 a½-y and therefore refer to
stems followed by affixes, which are morphological elements, some of the
terms used in these rules refer to these elements in phonetic terms. The
terms Jl̂ and aĉ in the compound Jlc, in A. 7.1.72 characterize stems
subject to augmentation with n� m̂ most generally solely in phonetic terms.
The terms uEgt̂ and aĉ in the compound uEgdcA\ in A. 7.1.70 characterize
such stems more specifically in morphological terms. The term uEgt̂ refers
to stems formed with affixes marked with particular markers, and the term
aĉ refers to a particular verbal root.3 Given the characterization of the
stem provided by the phonetic and morphological terms Jlc, in A. 7.1.72

3The root is listed in Mādhav̄ıya Dhātuvr
˚

tti 595 (Shastri 1983: 221) with a
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and uEgdcA\ in A. 7.1.70, the term np� sk-y adds an additional restriction
in the latter rule in semantic terms by reference to gender. If the latter
rule did not have the term np� sk-y, the scope of the former rule would
be entirely included within the scope of the latter, since nominative stem-
forming affixes marked with u, �, or  all end in non-nasal stops or spirants.
The scope of the term uEgt̂, as well as the root a�ĉ, in the former rule
is included within the scope of the term Jl̂ in the latter rule. (The root
a�ĉ restricts the augment n� m̂ to just this root in non-neuter forms. A.
7.1.71 allows it in the root y� ĵ too when not in a compound.) Within the
overlapping domain of the two rules, the added semantic term np� sk-y in
A. 7.1.72 constitutes an addition to a situation of domains already described
in phonetic and morphological terms that resolves the conflict. Within the
shared domain described in phonetic and morphological terms, np� sk states
a semantic restriction higher on the specificity hierarchy so that A. 7.1.72
has the narrower domain. The rule with the narrower domain applies.

Sometimes where two rules occur in the same section it is the preceding
rule that is desired to take precedence. For example (see Figure 11), A.
7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (see Figure 5) and A. 7.1.92 sHy� rs\b� �O (svnAm-TAn�
86, EZt̂ 90, a½-y 6.4.1) come into conflict, and it is A. 7.1.73 that is
desired to take precedence. A. 7.1.92 provides that a termination termed
svnAm-TAn following the stem sEK is marked with Ẑ except in the vocative
singular. The domain of A. 7.1.73 is neuter stems (np� sk-y) ending in i, u,
or � (ik,) followed by vowel-initial nominal terminations (aEc EvBÄO).
The domain of A. 7.1.92 is the stem sEK (sHy� ,) followed by a nominal
termination termed svnAm-TAn other than the vocative singular (as\b� �O).
The domains of the two rules overlap when sEK occurs in the neuter plural
as in the compound aEtsEK in the phrase aEtsKFEn b}A�Zk� lAEn (MBh.
3.275.26–276.1). To derive the desired forms, the augment n� m̂ provided by
A. 7.1.73 must occur; not vr

˚
ddhi conditioned by marking with Ẑ brought

about by A. 7.1.92. Now the topicality principle formulated in section VI
would erroneously give A. 7.1.92 precedence over A. 7.1.73. The topic set
by A. 7.1.72 is apparently narrowed by the term ik̂ in A. 7.1.73, to a neuter
stem that ends in a vowel of the pratyāhāra ik̂, namely, i, u, �, or .
The term sHy� , in A. 7.1.92 limits the topic to a particular stem. Even
though A. 7.1.92 applies to the stem sEK in the masculine and feminine as
well, the broader scope of the term sEK does not change the topic. The
topicality principle does not permit earlier terms with narrower reference to
limit the scope of the terms introduced later. It does not permit the term

penultimate nasal and marker u, i.e. a�c� ; however, Sāyan. a cites Maitreya’s

citation that some read the root aĉ: ‘ac� i(y�k� ’ iEt m{/�y,. Ks.̄ırasvāmı̄’s

reading of a root aE�c marked with i is not accepted by others.
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Jlĉ-ending stem before a svnAm-TAn termination

The root
aĉ

7.1.70
uEgt̂
aDAt�

7.1.72
np� sк

uEgt̂
np� sк

Figure 10: Solution to Example 5

(Cf. Figure 8.) The two rules occur within the section headed by A.
6.4.1 a½-y; hence they refer to morphological elements, namely stems.
Yet, the term Jlĉ in A. 7.1.72 np� sk-y Jlc, specifies the universe in
which the augment n� m̂ occurs in phonetic terms: a nominal stem ending
in a non-nasal stop or vowel. The augment n� m̂ does not occur under any

other conditions. Within this universe, the term svnAm-TAn in 7.1.70
uEgdcA\ svnAm-TAn� _DAto, recurs in 7.1.72; thereby it limits both rules to
contexts in which a nominal termination so termed follows the stem. For
consideration of the scope of these two rules, the term may be taken as
part of the specification of the universe. The term uEgt̂ in 7.1.70 limits
the scope of the rule to stems marked with u, �, or  or formed by the
provision of affixes so marked. The root aĉ is so marked. While the
term aDAt� in 7.1.70 limits the domain of the rule to stems that are not
verbal roots, the term aĉ in 7.1.70 excepts the root from the exclusion.
All stems marked with u, �, or  end in non-nasal stops, i.e. by sounds
in the pratyāhāra Jl̂ so that 7.1.70 falls entirely within the domain of

7.1.72 devoid of the term np� sk. The term np� sk in 7.1.72 stipulates a
limitation that specifies the domain of 7.1.72. The gender term must be
understood to be higher on the specificity scale to override the term uEgt̂
in the shared domain of neuter stems marked with u, �, or .
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7.1.92
masc./fem.
sEх + s� V̂
except s\b� E�

neuter
sEх + Eш

7.1.73
neuter i, u, �
+ aĉ vibhakti

Figure 11: Example 6

7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58). Followed by a vowel-initial
nominal termination, the last vowel of a neuter stem ending in a vowel
in the pratyāhāra ik̂ receives the augment n̂ (n� m̂). 7.1.92 sHy� rs\b� �O
(svnAm-TAn� 86, EZt̂ 90, a½-y 6.4.1). A nominal termination termed

svnAm-TAn following the stem sEK is marked with Ẑ except in the vocative

singular. 7.1.73 domain: np� sk ‘neuter’ i, u, � stems + aĉ vibhakti.

7.1.92 domain: sEK in the masculine and feminine + a svnAm-TAn ending,
i.e. a termination in the pratyāhāra s� V̂ (s� , aO, jŝ, am̂, aOV̂), except

vocative singular; sEK in the neuter + a svnAm-TAn ending, i.e. Ef.
7.1.73 exclusive domain: (neuter i, u, and � stems other than sEK) +
aĉ vibhakti. 7.1.92 exclusive domain: sEK in the masculine and feminine
+ a termination in the pratyāhāra s� V̂, except vocative singular. Shared

domain: neuter sEK + Ef.

np� sk to limit the term sEK. Hence the principle would force A. 7.1.92 to
take precedence over A. 7.1.73 undesirably. To produce the correct form,
A. 7.1.73 must take precedence.

The specificity principle produces the correct results, as it does in the
case of the conflict between A. 7.1.73 and A. 7.3.111 (see Figure 5, Example
4). There, the fact that the term np� sk-y, which recurs from A. 7.1.72, is a
semantic qualifier rather than a phonetic one makes A. 7.1.73 more specific
than A. 7.3.111. Within the overlapping domain, one considers scope of the
phonetic terms describing that domain first, then the morphological ones,
then the semantic ones; more general qualifiers before more specific ones.
Both rules concern morphological elements, namely stems with following
affixes, not merely phonetic elements. Yet some of the terms used refer to
items in phonetic terms. The terms ik̂ in A. 7.1.73 and EG in A. 7.3.111
refer to stems that terminate in certain vowels. The term EG specifies a
narrower domain than the scope of the term ik̂, since all stems termed EG
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iкo _Ec EvBÄO
An iк̂-ending stem before a vowel-initial termination

7.3.111
G�, EREt

7.1.73
np� sк-y

np� sк-y G�,
EREt

Figure 12: Specificity solution to Example 4

(Cf. Figure 5.) The two rules 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58)

and 7.3.111 G�EREt (g� Z, 108) occur within the section headed by A. 6.4.1
a½-y; hence they refer to morphological elements, namely stems. Yet, the
terms ik, _Ec EvBÄO in 7.1.73 specify the universe in which the two rules
apply in phonetic terms: a nominal stem ending in a vowel other than
a followed by a vowel-initial nominal termination. Neither rule applies
under any other conditions. Within this universe, the terms G�, EREt in
7.3.111 limit the scope of the rule to stems termed EG followed by nominal
terminations marked with R̂. Hence the domain of 7.3.111 falls entirely

within the domain of 7.1.73 devoid of the term np� sk. The term np� sk,
which recurs in 7.1.73 from 7.1.72, stipulates a limitation that specifies the
domain of 7.1.73. The gender term must be understood to be higher on
the specificity scale to override the term EG in the shared domain of neuter
stems ending in i or u so that 7.1.73 takes precedence over 7.3.111.

end in the vowels i and u which are included within the pratyāhāra ik̂.
The terms EREt in A. 7.3.111 and EvBEÄ in A. 7.1.73 are morphological
terms. The term EREt specifies a narrower domain than, and is wholly
included within, the domain specified by aĉ EvBEÄ, since all four nominal
terminations marked with R̂ are vowel-initial. Now the term np� sk ‘neuter’
in A. 7.1.73, a semantic term, carves out a subdomain within the domain
specified by the phonetic term EG in A. 7.3.111. Hence A. 7.1.73 describes
the more specific domain and is the exception that takes precedence in the
overlapping domain, as shown in Figure 12.

Similarly, in the case of conflict between A. 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO and
A. 7.1.92 sHy� rs\b� �O (see Figure 11, Example 6), the morphological term
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np� sk ‘neuter’ in A. 7.1.73 must be understood to carve out a subdomain
within the domain specified by other terms. The two rules occur within the
section headed by A. 6.4.1 a½-y; hence the rule refers to morphological
elements: inflectional terminations after stems. Nevertheless, ik, aEc in
A. 7.1.73 specifies the domain in phonetic terms: a nominal stem ending in
a vowel in the pratyāhāra ik̂ before an affix beginning with a vowel. The
morphological terms sHy� , as\b� �O in A. 7.1.92 with svnAm-TAn� read in
from A. 7.1.86 specify the domain of the stem sEK followed by a nominal
termination termed svnAm-TAn other than the vocative singular (as\b� �O).
The common domain specified by these terms is the nominal stem sEK
followed by vowel-initial terminations termed svnAm-TAn, i.e. the dual and
plural of the first triplet, and the dual of the second triplet in the masculine
and feminine, and the plural of the first two triplets in the neuter. The
morphological term np� sk in A. 7.1.73 now specifies a subdomain within
that common domain consisting of the stem sEK in the neuter followed by
Ef, the neuter nominative, vocative, accusative plural termination. In order
for A. 7.1.92 to take precedence over A. 7.1.73, the term np� sK in the A.
7.1.73 must limit the domain already specified by the other terms; it must
be considered a more specific qualifier than morphological terms such as
a½ ‘stem’ and EvBEÄ ‘affix’, even more specific than terms for particular
stems such as sEK, as shown in Figure 13.

In order to account for proper rule precedence in the preceding examples
the specificity hierarchy must explicitly rank semantic qualifiers such as
number and gender as more specific than morphological qualifiers. The
specificity ranking that places semantics at the top of the scale more specific
than morphological qualifiers correctly resolves rule conflicts in a number of
other cases besides between A. 7.1.73 and A. 7.3.111, and between A. 7.1.73
and A. 7.1.92 where it is desired that the preceding rule take precedence.
For example, it correctly gives priority to the preceding rule in the conflict
between A. 7.1.73 and A. 7.1.97 EvBAqA t� tFyAEd	vEc and between A. 7.1.73
and A. 7.3.119 aÎ G�, (which are not dealt with in the present paper).
The resolution of these conflicts by virtue of ranking gender at the top of
the specificity hierarchy agrees with the resolution specified by Kātyāyana
in vārttika 10 under A. 7.1.95–96: g� Zv� �O�vt� >v�Av�<yo n� Mp� vEvþEtEq�m̂
(MBh. 3.295.23–296.5).

VIII Yena nāprāpte

Three principles of determining domain specificity have been articulated in
order to determine rule precedence in overlapping domains. In section VI,
the topicality principle was introduced according to which terms in earlier
rules declare the topic of the section that terms in later rules specify; later
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iкo _Ec EvBÄO
An iк̂-ending stem before a vowel-initial termination

7.1.92
sHy� ,
as\b� �O
svnAm-TAn�

7.1.73
np� sк-y

np� sк-y sHy� ,
as\b� �O

svnAm-TAn�

Figure 13: Specificity solution to Example 6

(Cf. Figure 11.) The two rules 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58)

and 7.1.92 sHy� rs\b� �O (svnAm-TAn� 86, EZt̂ 90) occur within the section

headed by 6.4.1 a½-y, and 7.1.73 includes the term EvBÄO; hence the two
rules refer to morphological elements, namely a stem followed by a nominal
termination. Yet, the terms ik, _Ec in 7.1.73 specify the universe in which
the two rules apply in phonetic terms so that the rules apply to a nominal
stem ending in a vowel other than a followed by a vowel-initial nominal
termination. Neither rule applies under any other conditions. Within this
universe, the terms sHy� , as\b� �O in 7.1.92, and svnAm-TAn� which recurs

in it, limit the scope of the rule to the stem sEK followed by nominal
terminations termed svnAm-TAn other than the vocative singular. Hence
the domain of 7.1.92 falls entirely within the domain of 7.1.73 devoid of
the term np� sk-y. The term np� sk, which recurs in 7.1.73 from 7.1.72,
stipulates a limitation that specifies the domain of 7.1.73. The gender
term must be understood to be higher on the specificity scale to override
the terms sHy� , as\b� �O svnAm-TAn� in the shared domain of the stem

sEK followed by the neuter nominative/vocative/accusative plural nominal
termination Ef so that 7.1.73 takes precedence over 7.1.92.
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rules therefore constitute exceptions to earlier rules in the same section.
Later in section VI, the principle was introduced according to which rules
in which terms that describe the shared domain more narrowly take prece-
dence. This principle operates regardless of the order of the conflicting rules.
Then in section VII, the specificity ranking was introduced, whereby seman-
tic qualifiers such as gender are more specific than morphological qualifiers,
which are more specific than phonological qualifiers, which are more specific
than simple phonetics. None of these three principles succeeds by itself to
resolve all of the cases of rule conflict in overlapping domains.

The specificity ranking described in section VII does not resolve rule
conflict correctly in all circumstances. The specificity ranking that places
gender at the top of the scale more specific than morphological qualifiers
fails to resolve rule conflict correctly between A. 7.1.54  -vn�Apo n� V̂ (aAEm
52) and A. 7.1.73 (see Figure 14). The earlier rule must take precedence
even though the latter rule includes the term np� sk. A. 7.1.54 provides that
the initial augment n̂ (n� V̂) is attached to the plural sixth triplet nominal
termination aAm̂ after stems ending in a short vowel ( -v), after feminine
stems ending in the long vowels I and U termed ndF (which they are option-
ally before aAm̂ by A. 1.4.5 vAEm), and after stems ending in the feminine
affix aAp̂. A. 7.1.73 iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58) provides that the
last vowel of a neuter stem ending in a vowel in the pratyāhāra ik̂ receives
the augment n̂ (n� m̂) when followed by a vowel-initial nominal termination.
Both rules occur in the section headed by A. 6.4.1 a½-y, so they apply
to morphological elements, namely to stems and affixes. Yet some of the
terms that describe these elements are phonetic. The term ik̂ in A. 7.1.73
is a more specific phonetic term than  -v in A. 7.1.54. Conversely the
morphological reference to the specific termination aAm̂ that recurs in A.
7.1.54 is more specific than the reference to a nominal termination (EvBEÄ)
in phonetic terms as beginning with a vowel (aĉ) in A. 7.1.73. Without
consideration of the gender term np� sk in A. 7.1.73, the specification of the
particular morphological termination aAm̂ would carve out the more specific
domain making A. 7.1.54 an exception to A. 7.1.73 by virtue of the speci-
ficity hierarchy. However, if gender ranks higher in the specificity hierarchy
than morphological references as determined in section VII, then A. 7.1.73
would incorrectly take precedence. In this case one must consider that the
stem is the topic. After neuter stems in i, u, �, the specific morphological
reference to the nominal termination aAm̂ specifies a narrower domain than
the phonetic term aĉ that refers to any vowel-initial nominal termination.
Similarly designating particular stems as the topic and allowing the specific
reference to the termination to determine the more specific domain is re-
quired to obtain correct results in determining rule precedence between A.
7.1.54 and A. 7.1.97 EvBAqA t� tFyAEd	vEc (t� >vt̂ �o£� , 95), and between
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A. 7.1.54 and A. 7.2.100 aEc r �t, (EvBÄO 84).4 Otherwise criteria are
lacking to give preference to specificity of the termination over specificity of
the stem.

The specificity hierarchy similarly does not correctly resolve rule con-
flict between A. 6.1.89 e(y�D(y� Ŵs� (aAt̂ 87, v� E�, eEc 88) and A. 6.1.95
aomARo� (aAt̂ 87, pr!pm̂ 94). A. 6.1.89 provides that the sequence of
a preceding short or long a and the following e belonging to the roots i
or eD̂, as well as UŴ (a replacement for v̂ provided by A. 6.4.19–20), is
replaced by the single vr

˚
ddhi sound corresponding to the latter. A. 6.1.95

provides that the sequence of a preceding short or long a and an e or ao
of the following word aom̂ or preverb aA (the latter combined with a vowel
i or u to yield e or ao) is replaced by the latter form alone. Both rules
specify short or long a as the preceding phonetic context. The following
context in the domain of the former rule is one of the roots i or eD̂, or the
replacement UŴ. The following context in the domain of the latter rule is
the word aom̂ or the preverb aA. The shared domain is where a short or
long a is followed by the preverb aA combined with the initial vowel i in a
form of the root i. Both rules specify the overlapping domain specifically
by mentioning a particular morphological form. The former rule mentions
the root i; the latter rule mentions the preverb aA. The specificity hierarchy
described in section VII does not provide criteria to determine rule prece-
dence. Given þ + et, (< þ + [aA + it,]), one can equally well argue that
the specific mention of aA by A. 6.1.95 is an exception to þ + forms of the
root i provided by A. 6.1.89 as one can argue that the specific mention of
the root i by A. 6.1.89 is an exception to þ + aA combined with a following
i or u provided by A. 6.1.95.

It does not appear to be possible to settle the question of rule precedence
considering just the two rules in question A. 6.1.89 and A. 6.1.95 aomARo�.
One must consider the relationships of the rules with other rules in related
contexts. Vāmana, in the Kāśikā under A. 6.1.89, states that in the context
where the roots i and eD̂ follow a short or long vowel a, the rule is an
exception to A. 6.1.94 eER pr!pm̂ (e(y�D(yo, t� eER pr!pApvAd,). The
latter rule provides that the sequence of a short or long a followed by
any vowel e or ao is replaced by the single replacement consisting of the
following vowel alone. The mention of the particular roots i and eD̂ in A.
6.1.89 clearly specifies a subset of the domain specified by the phonetic term
eR̂. Now if A. 6.1.89 had not been stated, there would be no reason to state
A. 6.1.95 because A. 6.1.94 would already achieve the desired result. It is
therefore only because A. 6.1.89 would undesireably obtain that A. 6.1.95 is
stated. Therefore A. 6.1.95 is the exception to A. 6.1.89 and not vice versa.

4not dealt with in the present paper; see MBh. 3.276.6–12.
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 -vn�Ap, aEc EvBÄO
short vowel-final and и-, U-, and aAp̂-final feminine stem

+ vowel-initial termination

7.1.54
aAEm

7.1.73
np� sк-y iк,

np� sк-y iк,
aAEm

Figure 14: Example 7

(Cf. Figure 11.) The two rules 7.1.54  -vn�Apo n� V̂ (aAEm 52) and 7.1.73

iko _Ec EvBÄO (np� sk-y 72, n� m̂ 58) occur within the section headed by
6.4.1 a½-y; hence they refer to morphological elements, namely stems.
The terms  -vn�Ap, in 7.1.54 and aEc EvBÄO in 7.1.73 specify the uni-
verse in which the two rules apply in a mixture of phonetic and morpho-
logical terms: stems ending in a short vowel ( -v), feminine stems ending
in the long vowels I and U termed ndF, and stems ending in the feminine
affix aAp̂ followed by a vowel-initial nominal termination. Neither rule ap-
plies under any other conditions. Within this universe, the phonetic term
ik̂ in 7.1.73 limits the scope of this rule to a nominal stem ending in a

vowel other than a, and the morphological term aAEm in 7.1.54 limits the
scope of that rule to stems followed by the nominal termination aAm̂. The

additional term np� sk, which recurs in 7.1.73 from 7.1.72, determines the

scope of that rule. The shared domain of the terms besides the term np� sk
is a nominal stem ending in a vowel other than a followed by the nominal
termination aAm̂. Within this shared domain, the term np� sk stipulates
an additional limitation. If the gender term is understood to be higher on
the specificity scale than a particular nominal termination, 7.1.73 would
erroneously take precedence over 7.1.45. The reverse is the case: 7.1.54
takes precedence over 7.1.73.
7.1.54 domain: stems ending in a short vowel, feminine affix ndF I/U,
feminine aA + aAm̂ ( -vn�Ap, aAEm). 7.1.73 domain: neuter stems ending

in i, u, � followed by a vowel-initial nominal termination (np� sk-y ik,
aEc EvBÄO). 7.1.54 exclusive domain: non-neuter stems, neuter a-final
stems + aAm̂. 7.1.73 exclusive domain: neuter stems in i, u, � + vowel-
initial terminations other than aAm̂. Shared domain: neuter stems in i, u,

� + aAm̂ (np� sk-y ik, aAEm).
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aAt̂ aEc
short or long a followed by a vowel

6.1.89
a/aA +
eEt, eEq, eEm
eD̂, or UŴ

6.1.95
a/aA +
aom̂, aA

a/aA +
(aA + root i)

Figure 15: Example 8

(Cf. Figure 11.) The two rules 6.1.89 e(y�D(y� Ŵs� (aAt̂ 87, v� E�, eEc 88)

and 6.1.95 aomARo� (aAt̂ 87, pr!pm̂ 94) occur within the section headed

by A. 6.1.72 s EhtAyAm̂ and A. 6.1.84 ek, p� vpryo,: In continuous speech,
a single replacement occurs in place of the sequence of a preceding and
subsequent sound. The universe in which the two rules apply is specified
by the phonetic terms aAt̂, which recurs in both rules from 6.1.87, and

aEc stated in 6.1.77, which is superseded and further specified by terms in
each rule: a vowel of the class a followed by a vowel. Within this universe,
the morphological terms eEt, eDEt, and UŴ in 6.1.89 limit the scope of
the rule to contexts in which the subsequent sound is the initial vowel of
the root i, the root eD̂, or the replacement UŴ. The morphological terms

aom̂ and aAR̂ in 6.1.95 limit the scope of the rule to contexts in which

the subsequent sound is the initial vowel of the word aom̂, or the word aA
marked with R̂. The shared domain of the terms is where the gun. a vowel
e resulting from the sandhi of the preverb aA with the initial i of a form of
the verbal root i follows a vowel of the class a. Both the root i specified
in 6.1.89 and the word aA specified in 6.1.95 are morphological terms. The
specificity hierarchy does not provide grounds on which to determine rule
precedence.
6.1.89 domain: a/aA + roots i or eD̂, or replacement UŴ. 6.1.95 domain:

a/aA + word aom̂, or preverb aA. 6.1.89 exclusive domain: a/aA + eEt,

eEq, eEm, root eD̂, or replacement UŴ. 6.1.95 exclusive domain: a/aA +

word aom̂, or preverb aA combined with a vowel other than of the root i.
Shared domain: a/aA + (aA + root i).
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Vāmana explains why A. 6.1.95 blocks A. 6.1.89 by citing the principle that
an operation provided (by rule 1) where another would obtain (by rule 2)
blocks the other operation (provided by rule 2). He states in the Kāśikā
under A. 6.1.89, “But the latter form (pr -!p) provided by A. 6.1.95 is not
blocked because of the principle that an operation provided where another
would obtain blocks the other.” (‘aomARo�’ i(y�t�� pr!p\ n bA@yt�, ‘y�n
nAþAØ� yo EvEDrAr<yt� s t-y bADko BvEt’ iEt). As stated, the principle
appears to take only the two rules in question into account. But considering
just the two rules does not provide grounds for a determination. In their
shared domain, each of the two rules is provided where the other would
obtain. However, the principle includes a double negative: the term nAþAØ�,
literally ‘not un-obtained’. The principle requires not just that the blocked
rule would obtain, but that if it didn’t obtain the rule in question would not
have to be stated. This requires considering not just rule 1 and rule 2 but
also the more general rule or rules to which rule 2 is an exception. In the
overlapping domain, if A. 6.1.95 were not stated, A. 6.1.89 would still have
to be stated in order to block A. 6.1.94; the operation it provides would not
obtain otherwise. But if A. 6.1.89 were not stated, A. 6.1.95 would not have
to be stated, since the operation it provides would already be obtained by
A. 6.1.94. Therefore, A. 6.1.95 blocks A. 6.1.89 and not vice versa.

Insisting on the significance of the double negative in the term nAþAØ� in
the y�n nAþAØ� principle solves the problem of rule precedence in the case
of A. 6.1.89 and 95 in Example 15. However, the principle in this stronger
form is inapplicable to rule precedence in cases such as A. 7.1.54 and A.
7.1.73 in Example 14. The operations provided by each of these rules would
not obtain by any more general rule in the absence of the other.

IX Conclusion

Pān. ini’s As.t.ādhyāȳı presents a complex system of interrelated rules. While
it is clear that rules that apply to included domains take precedence over
the rules that apply to the domain in which they are included, some of the
rules have overlapping domains. Four different principles were resorted to
in the present paper to attempt to determine rule precedence: the topicality
principle, the principle that narrowness of the scope of terms referring to the
shared domain determines rule precedence, the specificity hierarchy princi-
ple, and the strong form of the y�n nAþAØ� principle. While these principles
appear to solve all of the cases considered, none of them by itself solved all
of the cases. Determining which rule has precedence in the shared domains
is not reducible to a single principle. Moreover, the scope of these four
principles overlap. The criteria for deciding which principle should have
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priority in their overlapping domain is as much of a problem as deciding
which rule should apply to the shared domain of two rules. It is not clear
that these principles are implementable without detailed knowledge of the
rules and their intended outcomes. Nor is it clear that there may not be
additional principles required for unconsidered cases of the conflict of rules
with overlapping domains. It is possible that a different principle altogether
provides the correct ordering in some cases. For example, in order to solve
cases of conflict such as in Example 3, there may be a principle that rules
that apply to affixes take precedence over rules that add augments.

A thorough consideration of the topic of rule precedence requires ex-
amination of all cases of conflict. While all cases mentioned in commen-
taries may be collected and brought under consideration, commentators
themselves may not have noticed all such cases. A full examination of the
problem will probably require the assistance of computational modeling of
Pān. ini’s grammar. A broad spectrum of conflicting rules could then be dis-
covered and various possible solutions could then be tested. The author of
the present paper is working to develop such a computational model, as are
other colleagues in the Sanskrit Computational Linguistics Consortium.
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